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level. The number of available function
block inputs affects the fitter’s ability to add
more signals to any logic that must remain
in that function block (because it drives
I/O pins). Wide fan-in capability also helps
the fitter implement that logic in a single
pass though the device.

Each XC9500 function block has 36
inputs from the switch matrix. Competing
in-system programmable CPLDs have as
few as 16 inputs.

Product term allocation is important to
pin-locking because it allows design
changes that increase the product term
requirement. All XC9500 devices allocate
individual product terms from anywhere in
the function block to the macrocell that
needs them, accommodating logic changes
when the design is pinlocked.

In the XC9500 family, up to 90 product
terms can be allocated to any macrocell in
the function block. This is in contrast to
competing CPLDs that restrict the product
term availability (from 5 to 32 pterms) on
the basis of macrocell location in the
function block.

Fitter software is a key component of
any successful CPLD pin-locking solution.
The fitter must work in conjunction with
the device architecture, spreading the out-
puts to accommodate design changes when
the design is pinlocked.

The XC9500 fitter is optimized to take
full advantage of the hardware resources of
the XC9500 family. The Xilinx fitter is ca-
pable of intelligently utilizing all available
device resources to retain pinouts and still
maintain the required performance, even
after significant design changes.

The Pin-locking Benchmarks
The following three sets of benchmark

data show the relative pin-locking perfor-

Whenever a clocked flip-flop syn-
chronizes an asynchronous input, there is
a small probability that the flip-flop output
will exhibit an unpredictable delay. This
happens when the input transition not only
violates the setup and hold-time specifica-
tions, but actually occurs within the tiny
timing window where the flip-flop accepts
the new input. Under these circumstances,
the flip-flop can enter a symmetrically-
balanced transitory state, called a meta-
stable state.

While the slightest deviation from per-
fect balance will cause the output to revert
to one of its two stable states, the delay in
doing so depends not only on the gain-
bandwidth product of the circuit, but also

on how perfect the balance was and on the
noise level within the circuit; the delay can,
therefore, only be described in statistical
terms. The problem for the system designer
is not the illegal logic level in the balanced
state (it’s easy enough to translate that
arbitrarily to either a 0 or a 1), but the
unpredictable timing of the final change to
a valid logic state. If the metastable flip-flop
drives two destinations with differing path
delays, one destination might clock in the
final data state while the other does not.

Metastability Measurements
Recently, the metastable delays of four

different Xilinx FPGA devices were mea-
sured: two cutting-edge devices using 0.5
micron, 3-layer-metal technology, the

Pin-Locking Capabilities
mance of the XC9500 CPLDs and two
competitor’s ISP CPLD families. These
benchmarks are based on typical applica-
tions such as address decoders, datapath
designs and address counters. They illus-
trate the CPLD device’s capability to ac-
commodate design changes while main-
taining an acceptable level of design
performance; not only must the iterated
design reroute when the pinout is main-
tained, it must do so with minimal impact
on design performance. Therefore, all of
the benchmark data is normalized to the
design performance that is achieved when
the fitters are free to choose the pinouts
without restrictions.

Address Decoder
Benchmark

This benchmark
design contains two
16-, 32- or 36-bit bus-
ses which are decoded
to generate two chip
select outputs and is
intended to measure
the effect of routing
resources and function
block fan-in on the
CPLD’s pin-locking
capability. A typical design change in-
volves the correction of an error in which
the outputs are decoded incorrectly.

Continued on
the next page

Metastability Recovery in Xilinx FPGAs

Figure: Mean Time
Between Failure for
various IOB and CLB
flip-flop outputs when
synchronizing a 1 MHz
asynchronous input with
a 10 MHz clock.

❝The benchmark results confirm

the superior pin-locking performance of the

Xilinx XC9500 family. This performance is

consistent across all devices and package types.❞
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The Xilinx XC9500 CPLD family pro-
vides the most-advanced, most-reliable pin-
locking capability in the industry. This
important feature allows designers to main-
tain pinouts after making design changes,
eliminating costly, time-consuming PC
board re-work. CPLDs that do not have
adequate pin-locking capability often re-
quire pinout changes even after minor
design changes, leaving no room for error
and no possibility for field upgrades or
field customization.

Pin-Locking Issues
In most CPLDs, each I/O pin is driven

directly by a macrocell through an I/O
block, as shown in Figure 1. When the

design is pinlocked, the fitter is forced to
map logic into specific macrocells to main-
tain the pinout. If the device architecture is
limited, with inadequate routing in the
central switch matrix, the fitter may not be
able to place and route the design when
the pins are locked.

Some CPLDs use an output routing pool
to compensate for their primary routing
deficiencies. However, output routing pools
introduce additional delays and do not
prevent the fitter from having to consume
logic resources as routing feedthroughs,

impacting both design performance and
resource utilization.

Logic requirements also affect the ability
of the fitter to place and route the design
when the pinout is locked. Slow speed
designs with simple, narrow logic functions
requiring few inputs, feedbacks and prod-
uct terms are inherently easier to pinlock
than high speed designs with wide fan-in
and product term intensive logic functions.

The Keys to Reliable Pin-Locking
To address these pin-locking issues,

Xilinx XC9500 CPLDs feature abundant
routing resources, wide function block fan-
in and flexible product term allocation. The
XC9500 fitter also optimizes the initial
placement to maximize the design’s pin-
locking capability.

Pin-locking restricts the fitter’s capability
to place design resources; therefore, good
routability is crucial. The routing resources
of a CPLD determine how much of the
logic block resources (inputs, product
terms and registers) can be used to accom-
modate design changes after the pins are
locked in a design. In a fully routable
CPLD, buried logic can be moved without
regards to routing restrictions, freeing func-
tion block resources that may be needed
by the logic that drives the I/O pins.

The XC9500 family provides the most
routing resources of any available CPLD
family. All devices in the XC9500 family are
100% routable; if there are enough function
block resources to implement the design, it
will route.

Wide function block fan-in is another
important requirement for pin-locking.
Since CPLDs typically are used for high-
speed, signal-intensive logic functions,
wide function block fan-in is a requirement
for implementing functions in a single logic

DESIGN HINTS AND ISSUES
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XC4005E-3 and the XC3142A-09; and, for
comparison purposes, two older-technol-
ogy devices, the XC4005-6 and the XC3042-
70. In each device, two different implemen-
tations test the IOB and CLB flip-flops. The
XC5200-5 CLB flip-flop was also tested.
(There is no IOB flip-flop in XC5200 archi-
tecture.)

The XC4000E amd XC4000 devices
showed little difference between IOB and
CLB behavior, but in the XC3000-series
devices, the IOB flip-flops showed dramati-
cally better metastable performance than
the CLB flip-flops. This difference can be
traced to subtle differences in circuit design
and layout and will guide us to further
improvements in metastable performance
of future designs.

Metastable measurement results are
listed in the table and plotted in the figure.
The results for XC4000E-3 IOB and CLB
flip-flops, XC5200-5 CLB flip-flops and
XC3100A-09 IOB flip-flops are outstanding,
far superior to most metastability data
published anywhere else. When granted 2
or 3 ns of extra settling delay, these devices
come close to eliminating the problems
caused by metastability, since their mean-
time-between-failure exceeds millions of
years. The older-technology devices are
slightly less impressive, but still show very
acceptable performance, especially the IOB
input flip-flops that are normally used to
synchronize asynchronous input signals.

Metastability Calculations
The Mean Time Between Failures

(MTBF) can only be defined statistically. It
is inversely proportional to the product of
the two frequencies involved, the clock
frequency and the average frequency of the
asynchronous data changes, provided that
these two frequencies are independent and
have no correlation. The generally accepted
equation for MTBF is

MTBF = 
eK2 ××××× t

F1 ××××× F2 ××××× K1

Benchmarks Confirm XC9500 CPLD

Figure 1: Simplified
XC9500 I/O Architecture

K2 is an exponent that describes the speed
with which the metastable condition is
being resolved.

K1 represents the metastability-catching
setup time window that describes the
likelihood of going metastable

F1 is the frequency of the asynchronous data
input

F2 is the flip-flop clock frequency

t is the settling time

K2 is an indication of the gain-bandwidth
product in the feedback path of the
master latch in the flip-flop. A small
decrease in the time constant 1/K2 results
in an enormous improvement in MTBF.

With F1 = 1 MHz, F2 = 10 MHz and
K1 = 0.1 ns,

MTBF (in seconds) = 10-3 ××××× eK2 ×××××t

The values of K2 under these condi-
tions — expressed as 1/K2 in the table —
were experimentally derived (as described
in the “1996 Programmable Logic Data
Book,” page 14-41).

The MTBF under other operating condi-
tions can be estimated using the data in
the diagram. Simply divide the appropriate
MTBF from the diagram by the product of
the two relative frequencies. For example,
for a 10 MHz asynchronous input synchro-
nized by a 40 MHz clock, the MTBF is 40
times shorter than plotted, and for a 50
KHz signal and a 1 MHz clock, the MTBF
is 200 times longer than plotted here.◆

Metastability Measurement Results

TESTED FLIP-FLOP VALUE OF 1/K2 IN PICOSECONDS

XC4005E-3 CLB 52
IOB 62

XC4005-6 CLB 127
IOB 118

XC3142A-09 CLB 208
IOB 79

XC3042-70 CLB 385
IOB 238

XC5200-5 CLB 73


